TEACHERS SERVICE COMMISSION

VACANCIES FOR TEACHING POSTS IN POST PRIMARY INSTITUTIONS

The Teachers Service Commission is advertising recruitment of 2,195 teachers for Post Primary institutions.

Applications are therefore, invited from professionally qualified teachers of Languages, Sciences, Humanities and Technical subjects as specified in each School/Institution.

Eligible candidates should meet the following basic requirements:

- Be Kenya citizens;
- Be holders of minimum grade of Diploma in Education/Diploma in Technical Education;
- For posts in secondary schools, applicants must have at least two teaching subjects relevant to the curriculum;
- Teachers of Special Needs Education (SNE) must have at least one (1) teaching subject and Sign Language or Braille or both are eligible to apply to schools in which their teaching subject is advertised;
- Must have specialized in the relevant subject areas;
- Must be below 45 years of age.

Note:

- Candidates whose training is in subjects that are currently not in the respective curriculum do not qualify for consideration irrespective of their having undertaken a Post Graduate Diploma in Education.
- Candidates with Economics, Commerce and Accounting can apply for Business Studies posts. Similarly, candidates with B.SC Agricultural Education and Extension can apply for Agriculture/Biology posts and candidates with English/other subjects from Kagumo and Kibabii Teachers Training Colleges can apply for English and Literature posts.

- Advertised Subjects/Subject combination will not be changed under any circumstances.
- Preference will be given to applicants who have not been previously employed by the TSC.
Interested candidates should apply to the Secretary, Board of Governors of the School /Institution where the vacancy has been advertised and send a copy to the DEO’s office.

Applications together with certified copies of Academic/Professional certificates should reach the respective School/Institution and the DEO’s office not later than 9th December, 2011.

The Board of Governors will conduct the selection exercise and submit minutes together with other relevant documents to the DEO’s office immediately after the selection exercise but not later than 16th December, 2011.

The DEO will submit the said documents to the TSC by 23rd December, 2011. Who will in-turn offer employment to successful candidates.

Any candidate with complaints related to the recruitment exercise should write to the DEO and send a copy to the TSC immediately but not later than seven (7) days after the selection exercise.

The TSC will only deal with the BOG on matters related to the above exercise.

Caution: The Teachers Service Commission is an equal opportunity employer and would wish to forewarn applicants against fraudsters who might extort money from unsuspecting persons purporting to assist in recruitment. The recruitment exercise is free of charge.

Any fraudulent activity noted should be immediately reported to the nearest police station or to the TSC though the following hotlines:

Director (Staffing) - Tel. 0202161874
Deputy Director (Staffing Post Primary) - Tel.0572523473
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